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Bloomberg is delighted to continue its support of the Serpentine Gallery 
by sponsoring Park Products, a year-long residency by 
artist-architect duo Kathrin Böhm and Andreas Lang.This is one 
of a series of Special Education Projects at the Gallery that 
Bloomberg has supported over three years from 2002 to 2004.
These are all dedicated to engaging and developing new 
audiences for the Serpentine.

As a company that provides financial information to126 
countries across six continents, Bloomberg is dedicated 
to communicating beyond geographical and cultural boundaries.
For this reason, we are particularly pleased to have supported 
this project in which a diverse range of people have been 
brought together to develop prototype products and, for their
exchange, establish a non-monetary economy.

Bloomberg’s sponsorship of Park Products and other 
Serpentine Gallery Education Projects reflects our commitment 
to innovation, education and accessibility.
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Artist-architect partnership Kathrin Böhm and Andreas Lang have been
artists-in-residence at the Serpentine Gallery from September 
2003 to July 2004. They have worked with people who use the
Royal Park of Kensington Gardens, as well as MA Design Products
students from the Royal College of Art, London to produce 
products using the Park a starting point.

The Serpentine Gallery is situated in Kensington Gardens. It is 
a place of leisure and work and is used by a wide range of people.
The autonomy of public spaces means that for some, it provides 
a quiet space for privacy and contemplation, while for others,
it is a meeting space or playground. Böhm and Lang are interested
in socio-geographical networks of exchange and in using 
and exploring existing social structures to make collaborative work 
with a broad range of people. For this project they worked with 
gardeners, dog walkers, catering staff, a local walking group,
the Serpentine gallery assistants, scientists from Imperial College,
London and pupils from College Park School, Bayswater.

During a period of research, the groups met Böhm and Lang 
and began to identify resources – these ranged from compost and
grass seed to dog hair and brain power. The Royal College of Art 
students worked in close collaboration with the groups to design
and produce the prototypes of each Park Product.

These collaborations have led to a number of products, which
include: a chocolate-bar shaped Chompost Bar made from 
compressed Royal Parks compost; a litter bag with an built-in glove
for gathering rubbish hygienically; a simple bird house for tree-
creepers (rare birds that live in the Park); and a range of shiny 
jewellery that attracts magpies. These products will be distributed
through a mobile stall, designed by Böhm and Lang, which will be
at various locations in Kensington Gardens during the summer.
Rather than being sold in a conventional way, Park Products will be
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exchanged within a non-monetary economy, with the ‘alternative’
currency set by the groups involved. The distribution of the products
through this economy is the crucial final part of the project and the
point at which the work enters the public realm.

Park Products is part of the Serpentine Gallery’s wide-ranging
Education and Public Programmes. By accepting our invitation 
to work with us, Kathrin Böhm and Andreas Lang have offered fresh
perspectives and new ideas and experiences to many people 
who may have no previous experience of contemporary art or of 
the Serpentine Gallery.

We are greatly indebted to Bloomberg for their long-standing
support. In particular, we would like to thank Chaja Lang at
Bloomberg and Rebecca King Lassman at Act IV, whose involvement
has been crucial in realising Park Products. We would also like to
acknowledge designer Micha Weidmann for his commitment to 
the project, Jane Rendell for her insightful text and Lorrie Mack for
her editorial expertise.

Many people have collaborated on Park Products: Daniel Charny
and Roberto Feo and the students of Platform 10, MA Design
Products at the Royal College of Art; Nick Butler, Sara Lom,
Adam Farrar and Laurent Trenga from The Royal Parks; Bennie
Connolly of Sodexho Land Technology; Claudia Amthor-Croft,
Head of Arts at the Goethe-Institut, London; Diane Hamer 
and Richard Dickenson of Lovells; and Andrea Westall of the New
Economics Foundation. From the outset, the Serpentine Team 
have worked tirelessly to realise this project, and I would especially
like to acknowledge Project Organiser, Louise Coysh. Finally 
we would like to thank all the individuals who have given their time
and energy enthusiastically – without them this project would not
have been possible.

SALLY TALLANT Head of Education and Public Programmes

         



During their residency, artist Kathrin Böhm and architect Andreas Lang
have engaged closely with a number of different individuals who
use the space of Kensington Gardens, the Royal Park in which 
the Gallery is located. They have developed understandings of the
Park that go beyond its physical characteristics to consider the 
cultural activities and social occupations that define it as a place.

Cultural geographers have argued that the relationship 
between space and social relations is two-way: people make
spaces and spaces make people.Park Products takes the activities
already operating in the Park, such as grass planting, compost
making and litter collecting as the starting point for initiating and
inventing new relationships between the different park users.
Through the conversations and collaborative design processes
undertaken by each group, the expressions of need or desire 
have been transformed into a new collection of products. In 
turn, these products act as prompts for new forms of exchange 
creating an alternative economy of places and encounters.

In commissioning artworks outside the gallery, much 
contemporary curating is engaged with debates around site 
specificity. These discussions tend to focus more on the particular
qualities of one site and less on the relationships between sites,
particularly those located inside and outside the gallery. In 
exploring the boredom of the invigilators in the Gallery as well as
the gardeners who collect litter in the Park, Park Products engages
both inside and outside at once, demonstrating how physically 
separated sites are still connected within larger networks, systems
and processes.

The discovery of sculpture as ‘place’ articulated by a number 
of prominent artists in the 1960s has become a condition of 
contemporary art. Yet the interest in place that today underscores
the work of many contemporary artists is distinguished by a shared
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concern in spatial production. By engaging with spatial 
processes the field of art practice expands towards design and
architecture, into territories of interdisciplinary working, where
artists, designers and architects can draw on one another’s 
practices in order to call into question disciplinary procedures.
Böhm and Lang are one such pair whose collaboration has engaged
the intersection between art as a critical venture, design as a 
problem solving exercise, and architecture as a social process.

Do we think of an object differently if we know it has been 
produced by an artist, a designer or an architect? On what terms 
do we designate one thing art, another design, a third architecture? 
Is there something intrinsic to a particular way of working 
that defines it as a discipline or practice? As a growing number 
of artists, designers and architects work together these kinds of
questions start to emerge. As well as producing objects that 
‘look-like’ design, a number of artists have adopted design-like
working methods.

Although Böhm and Lang appear to be ‘designing’ objects,
they do not do this quite in the way a designer might. Central to 
the products is an over-extending and, in some cases over-turning,
of the responsibility to satisfy users’ needs and functional 
requirements that designers take very seriously. Many of the 
products invent actions, and even when they do respond to an
existing need it is often in ways that parody the need itself.
Hand-Bag, a plastic bag with an in-built glove to allow the user to
gather litter hygienically, responds to a perceived need but, by
exaggerating the purpose of the product, the relationship between
form and function is pushed to an extreme. Perhaps the architects’
term ‘programme’ is more appropriate here than function, for 
it suggests a less deterministic view of use, one where imaginative
narratives and differing experiences allow for a more diverse 
and contested understanding of what an object or space can allow
a user to do.

   



The fascination that art and architecture hold for one another
appear to connect around function or programme. Architects are
seduced by art’s apparent lack of purpose, its freedom from 
function, while artists are compelled by the purpose and use of
architecture and the power implicit in such a role. Although art 
may not be literally functional, it provides a place for critical 
reflection and for allowing new kinds of relationships to function
between people. Architecture is seldom given this opportunity:
to have no function or to consider criticality as its sole purpose.
It is this kind of exchange that is at the heart of Böhm and Lang’s 
collaboration.

In the final stage of the project, on display for exchange in 
the roving ‘stall’, the products play a more pro-active role in 
encouraging people to engage with one another by negotiating 
specific forms of object exchange. Although Böhm and Lang made
certain decisions governing the exchange, such as the prohibition
of the use of money and the design of the stall, the exact terms 
of engagement were left up to the designers of the products.Wild
Grass Seed from Kensington Gardens, for example, can be obtained
for assisting with the maintenance of young trees, and helping a
gardener will get you a Chompost Bar.

The products suggest new economies, whose exchange rates
do not rely on money. The value of one product can only be decided
in relation to another. Although barter might not quite hold 
the utopian appeal of the gift economy as a critique of commodity 
capitalism – the promise of giving something for nothing – the
potential of gift-giving can be held back by the expectation of return,
something that is often not fully acknowledged. In Park Products,
the proposition of mutual consent as the principle governing the
exchange of objects is a refreshingly radical one, especially given
contemporary deceptions around consumer choice.

If the raw materials of the Park are transformed into products
through new kinds of interaction between the artist, the architect

       



and other park users, where is the aesthetic value of the work 
to be located – in the products themselves or in the emotional,
intellectual and social relations established by those people
involved? If we were not involved directly either in the making or in
the exchanging of the products, how are we to make a connection
to these relationships? The products are both residues of the
processes that produced them but they also ‘trigger’ the final form
of the work.

Yet the final manifestation of Park Products is not predictable 
in advance and depends entirely on the actions of the users of the
Park. If we consider the aesthetic qualities of the work through 
the practices of production and consumption initiated by the various
users, as makers and exchangers, how important then are the 
artist and architect’s conceptualisations of these relationships?

I asked Böhm and Lang if they had choreographed Park
Products, pre-selected the user groups and instigated certain rules
of conduct, or had they let things emerge more organically? 
Böhm and Lang were emphatic – it was the latter. This made me
reconsider my own position. Rather than press forward to try to
uncover the processes that I felt sure had been used conceptually
to structure the project, I realised the situation asked for a different
approach. To choose to relinquish control over the final work, and
hand the decision-making process over to others, asks for a new
form of critical engagement – not a holding down, but a letting go.

DR JANE RENDELL is an architectural designer and historian, art critic
and writer, author of The Pursuit of Pleasure, (Athlone Press, 2001).
She is currently completing a new book for Reaktion Press,
From Art to Architecture, and working on a project of site-specific
writings. She is Reader in Architecture and Art and Director of
Architectural Research at the Bartlett, University College London.
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CHOMPOST BAR
PRODUCT The Chompost Bar is a compressed bar of Royal Parks 

compost formed into the shape of a chocolate bar. The bars are
produced by pressing compost into custom-made moulds
overnight under the hydraulic legs of one of the heavyweight 
vehicles used by the Royal Park’s gardeners.

Each autumn, the leaves from all the Royal Parks across 
London are collected, shredded and composted, then piled into 
a huge mound in the Leaf Yard at Kensington Gardens. The 
resulting organic compost was identified as a resource for 
Park Products by the gardeners.

CURRENCY The gardeners have a wealth of expertise, which they rarely
have the opportunity to share with the public. In order to obtain 
a Chompost Bar, visitors will be asked to help one of them on duty;
their requests may range from picking up leaves and twigs from
the path, to collecting empty peanut shells or even getting a pint of
milk for tea. This Park Product provides the perfect excuse to 
glean gardening tips and gain a greater understanding about the
maintenance of Kensington Gardens.

CONCEPTION AND DESIGN Bennie Connolly, Dave Cooper, Glen Evans,
Paul Forster, Shaun Jackson, Callum Mackenzie, Colin Robertson,
Jay Roos, Kensington Gardens gardeners (The Magazine group),
with Roger Arquer, MA Design Products, Royal College of Art.

EDITION 500

                





FENCE TOOL
PRODUCT Although the distinctive green iron railings that run along 

many of the Royal Parks’ boundaries are well maintained,
they must occasionally be replaced due to corrosion. For 
this product, disused iron fencing has been adapted to become 
gardening tools. The pointed heads have been cut from the 
railings, and made into tools resembling trowels. The tops are 
highly polished and dipped in wax, while the bases retain their 
corrosion and patina.

CURRENCY These tools can be borrowed from the stall and used in 
conjunction with Hand-Bags to assist the Royal Park’s gardeners 
by weeding along the paths of Kensington Gardens during 
August and September. The most regular users will be rewarded 
for their service with a tool to keep at the end of the project.
A deposit of personal keys is required in order to use this product.

CONCEPT AND DESIGN Bennie Connolly, Dave Cooper, Glen Evans,
Paul Forster, Shaun Jackson, Callum Mackenzie, Colin Robertson,
Jay Roos, Kensington Gardens gardeners (The Magazine group),
with Lynne Boyle, MA Design Products, Royal College of Art.

EDITION 26

          





HAND-BAG
PRODUCT The Hand-Bag is a bio-degradable plastic sack with an 

integrated arm and glove. Its ingenious design allows users 
to gather litter or weeds without getting their hands dirty. Picking 
up litter takes up much of the Royal Parks gardeners’ time,
particularly in the summer months when visitor numbers rise to
approximately 200,000 daily. The increase in outdoor lunch 
breaks, picnics, and sporting activities produces an increase in
rubbish. Items collected have included television sets, keys,
dog leads, bags, umbrellas and even a pram in the Italian Fountains.

Kensington Gardens is carefully managed and cultivated year
round. In May, for example, all the spring flowers are replaced 
by summer plants. In September, these are dug up in preparation
for October planting.

CURRENCY Empty Hand-Bags are available from the Park Products stall.
When each one is returned it will be exchanged for the amount 
of seasonal produce that fits in its plastic arm section. This could
include bulbs and flowers left over from planting or dug-up 
from flower-beds, compost, wood chips, wood, lawn clippings or 
chestnuts. These items, which are being donated by the Royal
Parks, are subject to availability.

CONCEPTION AND DESIGN Bennie Connolly, Dave Cooper, Glen Evans,
Paul Forster, Shaun Jackson, Callum Mackenzie, Colin Robertson,
Jay Roos, Kensington Gardens gardeners (The Magazine group),
with Roger Arquer, MA Design Products, Royal College of Art.

EDITION 1000

              





INVISIBLES
PRODUCT Kensington Gardens provides an escape from the city – a

haven in which to unwind. Visitors often have a favourite area in the
Park. Water is a vital feature of the Park and the Long Water and
the Italian Fountains provide opportunities for sport and leisure.

Inspired by these resources, Invisibles are specially produced
cards with secret messages written on them in pH-indicating 
solution, used to test the acidity of liquids. These messages
become visible only when the cards come into contact with water.
The colour of each message is determined by the acidity of the
water used to reveal it. The messages are personal reflections and
observations about the Park made by some of its visitors. A map
showing the various locations of the Park’s main water features is
printed on the back of each card.

CURRENCY The personal observations of park users have been written 
on these cards; to get a card, visitors should record their own
thoughts in a book at the stall.

CONCEPTION AND DESIGN Angela Hodkinson, Sew Lang Nielsen and
Dominik Weiss, Lecturer, Earth Science and Engineering, Imperial
College London.

EDITION 1000

          





MAGPIE CHARMS
PRODUCT Kensington Gardens currently provides a home for numerous

pairs of magpies. This ancient bird (Latin name Pica pica) is 
associated in European culture with various superstitions.
One of the best known involves predicting the future according 
to the number of magpies gathered together in one place:
‘one for sorrow, two for joy, three for a girl, four for a boy, five for 
silver, six for gold and seven for a secret, never to be told’.

In China, magpies are birds of happiness that bring good 
fortune. In the UK, when a lone magpie is sighted, tradition 
suggests that bad luck can be seen off with the greeting: ‘Good
morning Mr. Magpie, how are you and your children?’ 

Magpies are known for their love of shiny objects. Magpie
Charms consist of seven different items of silver jewellery, each
with a flat surface onto which people may scratch a wish before
offering it to a magpie. If the charms are collected by the birds 
they may build them into their nests, which are collected annually
by the Park’s gardeners.

CURRENCY To obtain one of the Magpie Charms, visitors will be asked 
to buy a potted herb at the stall. These plants will then be donated
to the Royal Parks to become part of the informal herb garden
planned near Marlborough Gate in Kensington Gardens.

CONCEPTION AND DESIGN Paul Clarke, Magalie Page, Spencer Ellis,
Kensington Gardens gardeners (Kensington Palace group),
with Mike Cross and Angelika Seeschaaf, MA Design Products,
Royal College of Art.

EDITION 56

              





RE-VIEW RANGE
PRODUCT A collection of different devices made by pupils from College

Park School in Bayswater will allow visitors to view the Park in new
ways. One device turns everything blue except for the swans,
which glow pink. A special set of dual-microscope binoculars offers
an insects-eye view of the ground, while the Rain-All-the-Time
device turns the Park into a permanent rainforest. In dramatic 
contrast, the Buildings-Everywhere viewer superimposes buildings
onto the skyline of the Park. A special Jumping-Rabbit device
enables visitors to see the Park through the eyes of a leaping rabbit.

CURRENCY In exchange for experiencing these different views of
Kensington Gardens, visitors contribute an idea or a design for
another new device that will be displayed at the stall.

CONCEPTION AND DESIGN Year 9 students, aged 13–14, from College
Park School, Bayswater in collaboration with art teacher Peter
Evans and support teacher James Rokos.

EDITION 7

              





SQUIRREL FUN PARK
PRODUCT The Squirrel Fun Park is a toy in two parts, which was inspired

by and dedicated to the squirrels of the Flower Walk in Kensington
Gardens.

Squirrels are opportunist feeders and will eat whatever is 
available, from chestnuts to flower bulbs. They consume in vast
quantities the bulbs that are carefully planted during the spring 
by the Park’s gardeners. The animals also love peanuts, that are
given to them by visitors, which they either eat immediately 
or bury in freshly dug soil for future consumption. Often when they
do this, they unknowing plant peanut seedlings that eventually
emerge in the flower beds.

The Squirrel Fun Park is designed to both protect the spring
bulbs and allow the public to interact with Kensington Gardens’
most appealing residents. A special area has been set aside for its
use, so that when the squirrels are encouraged to play, they end 
up planting new wild flowers by burying seeds in the soft soil.

CURRENCY The toy can be borrowed from the Park Products stall along
with instructions for its use near the Flower Walk. It may be kept 
if the borrower can provide proof (in the form of a photograph or 
a witness statement) that a squirrel has jumped through the hoop.
A deposit of personal keys is required for this product.

CONCEPTION AND DESIGN Marlon O’Connor, Nathan Roberts,
David Stevens, Phil Whelan, Kensington Garden gardeners (Flower
Walk group) with Tomek Rygalik, MA Design Products, Royal
College of Art.

EDITION 200

              





TALKING OBJECTS
PRODUCT At the Serpentine Gallery, from 10am to 6pm daily, except 

holiday closing across Christmas and New Year, a team of gallery
assistants supervise the current exhibition and answer visitors’
questions at the lobby desk. These assistants, many of whom are
artists themselves, work on a rota system, spending 45 minutes in
one position before moving on to the next. Their constant presence
in the Serpentine has inspired them to devise a product that 
makes use of objects that people leave in and around the Gallery.

The Serpentine Gallery is visited by 590,000 people annually.
The assistants’ unique perspective has allowed them to link 
the observations and sounds visitors create in the Gallery with
these found objects using short snippets of recorded sound.

CURRENCY TheTalking Objects will be exchanged at the stall for similar,
newly discovered objects brought along by park users, which 
will then be animated in the same way and returned to the stall 
for exchange.

CONCEPTION AND DESIGN Laura Aldridge, Sarah Bevan, Charlie Birch,
Richard Birkett, Christian Gleaser, Joe Scotland, Eva Stenram,
gallery assistants with Luis Eslava and Will Smith, MA Design
Products, Royal College of Art.

EDITION 50

          





TRAY FOR TWO
PRODUCT Kensington Gardens, an idyllic environment in the heart of

London, is enjoyed by a wide range of people. A number of 
contractors and suppliers, including gardening staff and caterers,
are responsible for its management.

Tray for Two is designed to encourage users of the Park to 
make contact with one another. Each Tray for Two is a small 
recycled-cardboard platform that holds two cups, provided by the
LIDO restaurant.

CURRENCY When they obtain a Tray for Two visitors take on the role 
of waiter or host, offering and serving one of the drinks it holds,
and providing conversation about Kensington Gardens to a
stranger. This could be another visitor, a gardener or a dog walker.

CONCEPTION AND DESIGN Laurent Trenga, Catering Concessions
Manager, The Royal Parks, with Kathrin Böhm and Andreas Lang.

EDITION 200

              





TREE-CREEPER HOUSE
PRODUCT Bird records for Kensington Gardens go back more than a 

hundred years, with over 178 species identified to date.
These include green woodpeckers, feral rock doves, ring-necked
parakeets, swifts, house martins, pied wagtails, willow warblers,
herons, chiffchaffs and even a tawny owl. The gardeners have
installed numerous boxes, baths and feeding stations to encourage
even more birds to settle. The tree-creeper bird (Certhia familiaris)
is one of the more endangered species in Kensington Gardens.
Tree-creepers get their name from their dependence on trees, so
the mass destruction of mature specimens in the huge storm of
1987 caused a serious decline in their numbers. Today, sightings 
of this bird are rare.

Tree-creepers spiral up tree trunks with mouse-like movements
and forage for woodworm and other insects beneath the bark,
which is why they will only nest in bark-covered environments.The
Tree-Creeper House has been designed in order to attract these
increasingly rare birds.

Logs from Kensington Gardens have been adapted.Ten 
Tree-Creeper Houses have been installed in trees near Kensington
Palace and will be maintained by the gardeners.

CURRENCY Visitors’ bird stories and descriptions of their sightings 
will be exchanged at the stall for a map with the location of Tree-
Creeper Houses in Kensington Gardens and a set of instructions 
for building a Tree-Creeper House.

CONCEPTION AND DESIGN Paul Clarke, Magalie Page, Spencer Ellis,
Kensington Gardens gardeners (The Palace group) with Mike Cross
and Angelika Seeschaaf, MA Design Products, Royal College of Art.

EDITION 300

                  





WILD GRASS SEED FROM 
KENSINGTON GARDENS
PRODUCT The fine fescue grass plant, with its characteristic pink blooms

that flower during July and August, is indigenous to the Park.
Large parts of the grass are left uncut during the summer months
to provide a natural habitat for wildlife, and to protect the ground
soil from drying out in the hot weather.

The grass is not sold commercially by the Royal Parks, but it is
harvested and cultivated for use in Kensington Gardens. This Park
Product consists of small quantities of seeds from the 2004 harvest.

CURRENCY In exchange for these seeds, visitors are asked to help with
one vital element of park maintenance. Trees, especially young
ones, grow sprouts along their trunks. In order for the trees to grow
tall and straight, these sprouts must be carefully rubbed off to 
seal the trunk and prevent new growth. Instructions and gardening
gloves will be provided at the Park Products stall.

CONCEPTION AND DESIGN Nick Butler, Park Manager of Kensington
Gardens, The Royal Parks, with Kathrin Böhm and Andreas Lang.

EDITION 200

          





MOBILE STALL
The products will be distributed through the mobile stall at various 

locations in Kensington Gardens during the summer. The stall is
designed to adapt to serve different purposes. When upright it
operates as a display unit for the products, when opened out it
transforms into a platform for workshops and trading.

  





AD HOC PRODUCT
CREATE A NEW PARK PRODUCT

TITLE

RESOURCES 

CURRENCY

CONCEPTION AND DESIGN 
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